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Memorial
Prof. Dott.-Ing. h.c. Manfred Fuchs
Founder of OHB SE (and LuxSpace)
Pioneer in small space business
†26.04.2014
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LuxSpace
 Founded in November 2004
 40 staff from 12 different countries
 Turnover approx. 10M€
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LuxSpace
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Chinese Lunar Exploration Program (CLEP)
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• Chang‘e 1: Orbiter (2007)
• Final phase of CLEP
• Chang‘e 5 T1: Test key technologies for Chang‘e 5
• Hitchhike: 530x370x350 mm³
• Be ready: Q4/2014
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Credits: CNSA, CASC, CCTV
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Mission objectives
• to honour Prof. Manfred Fuchs
• to increase public’s interest in space 
exploration and space missions,
• to promote our approach to do space 
missions
• to demonstrate that privately funded 
missions to moon are feasible
• to demonstrate crowd-based navigation 
for deep space missions 
• to measure the radiation dose on the way 
to the moon and back 
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The approach
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Manfred Memorial Moon Mission
System design and 
procurement
Integration and testing
Shipment, launch and 
operations
• Small multi-disciplinary team
• Conservative assumptions
• Design to reduce launch site operations 
• Close trust-based supplier relationship
• Reduced documentation
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The spacecraft
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Mass: 12 kg
Volume: 530x370x350mm³ (incl. Antenna)
Bolted to LM-3C/G2 3rd stage 
Downlink: 146 MHz
1W RF output
Primary + secondary power supplyLX0OHB-4M
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Preparations
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• Data Warehouse (LSE Space)
• JT65B coded signals decoded with WSJT 
software (K1JT)
• Global Ground stations (incl. LuxSpace)
• Global community
• Mission website, social media
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Preparations
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• Shipment
• Pre-launch tests
• Launch
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Final orbit
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Apogee: 400 000 km, Perigee: 95 000 km, inclination: 57°
Grey: Moon orbit
Red, Green, Yellow:
Final 4M orbit
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Messages and global reception
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• 1st message received in Brazil 
(closest to S/C after activation)
• Various G/S types
• Global coverage (ham radios)
Manfred Memorial Moon Mission
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Honour Prof. Manfred Fuchs and send 
messages from the moon
All uploaded messages were sent and 
received several times. 
Lifetime (100h) 438h @ lower temperature than 
expected.
Include and rely on radioamateurs > 75 registered ground stations in 29 
countries for data reception and trouble-
shooting.
Perform radiation measurement 215h (details at NSREC 2015)
Crowd-based navigation Not via foreseen multi-lateration, but via 
Doppler shift measurement.
Public outreach Various articles in international media 
(journals, news, newspapers, social 
media).
Mission Accomplished?
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What‘s next?
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2018
Based on our Triton-2 platform (<70 kg)
Goal: Privately funded moon orbiter,...
You are welcome to join with...
ideas, experiments, support,...
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION !
www.lux.space
moon.luxspace.lu
moser@luxspace.lu
moon@luxspace.lu
4M partners:
